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ON STILLNESS

Even when nothing is happening, something is happening. This fact
of our own biological existence is also true for the environmental and
geological space, where slow shifts of matter through porous layers of
the earth from the surface to the parent rock below record the endless
physical and chemical change, quietly sustaining life. This transformative
stillness, imperceptible yet all-enveloping, provides equilibrium on which
we balance our precarious idea of efficiency and progress.
When I first met Đorđe Stanojević in 2016 we spent a lot of time talking
about stillness; about stillness of countryside during winter, stillness as a
process of germination and growth while unconsolidated interconnected matter gains traction through time. In November 2017, Stanojević
showed a series of works titled Flow at the exhibition “Darkness Light
Darkness” at Drina gallery in Belgrade which I curated as an extension of
our conversation on stillness. It followed from his process of observing
the trickle of tempo and matter and from his personal ethos that sought
to bring creativity as close as possible to the processes of nature.
Silence is a form of speech, Susan Sontag wrote, “and an element in a
dialogue”. Stillness is a form of action and an element in advancement,
in evolution and all forward motion. Modern art, Sontag argues, is as
much a form of consciousness as an answer to our longing for anti-consciousness, the mind’s need or capacity for self-estrangement: “Art is no
longer understood as consciousness expressing and therefore, implicitly,
affirming itself. Art is not consciousness per se, but rather its antidote
— evolved from within consciousness itself. [...] For the serious artist,
silence becomes “a zone of meditation, preparation for spiritual ripening,
an ordeal that ends in gaining the right to speak. Silence is the artist’s
ultimate other-worldly gesture: by silence, he frees himself from servile
bondage to the world, which appears as patron, client, consumer, antagonist, arbiter, and distorter of his work.”1
The artists’ passion for peaceful landscapes often has them chasing exotic locations, deserts and distant fjords, in a quest for dramatic performativity. Stanojević discovered landscape and nature from within his family
garden, and his transformative journey as an artist is deeply connected
with the forested landscape of western Serbia, with the specificities of its
soil and the myriad of known and unknown life forms within it. Below the

Stream (detail of the painting), 2018
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¹ Susan Sontag, “The Aesthetics of Silence”, Styles of Radical Will, Farrar Straus Giroux; 1st British
edition, 1969.
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quicksilver surface of the human dwellings, wars and migrations, the Serbian landscape has remained largely undisturbed for millennia, yet it has
never stood still. Its relatively small territory can be divided into no less
than five geotectonic units of different genesis, tectonically composed
of the Alpine, Carpathian and Dinaride orogenic belts. During the Alpine
earth movements that occurred 50–100 million years ago, immense lateral pressures folded the rocks in a great arc around the landmass of the
northeast. The main tectonic phase of the orogenesis in the area of the
Dinaric Karst took place in Cenozoic era of Paleogene as a result of the
Exhibition in China Art Museum, Shanghai, 2017

Adriatic microplate collision with Europe, and this process is still active.
Earthquakes and landslides are still frequently registered - in fact, during
a study in 2015, around 200 landslides were registered near the municipality of Osečina where Đorđe Stanojević works. Folded among the four
mountain systems – the Dinaric Alps in the west that meet the Carpathian and the Balkan mountains east of Morava valley, and the mountains
along the South Morava – this entire terrain is crisscrossed with the flow
of river Danube and its tributaries Sava, Tisa, Drina and Morava, as well
as a dense network of small rivers and creeks. This only superficially
tamed ruggedness allows for sparse and small glacial lakes and plenty of
flowing water, oxbow lakes and balneological springs. The river ravines
and plains enable occasional deep protrusion of polar air masses resulting in deep snow and frost from November to March, while hot Saharan
air often passes across the Mediterranean and the Adriatic sea during
summers. In Vojvodina and Šumadija, east-southern wind, košava, blows
steadily throughout autumn and winter.
This quick overview of the genesis of Stanojević’s landscape helps us
form an idea about the source and character of his creative engagement. This is the landscape whose bedrock is sedimentary and seismi-

Process of melting ice in nature

cally active; its climate is affected by the weather extremes; its defining
energy is the permanent flow of its waters: all these geo-defining aspects
are also the key processes of Đorđe Stanojević’s art. Stanojević builds
his works on a palimpsest of energy imprints of the nature. By exposing
natural pigment, locally sourced soil and liquids on his canvases to the
weather and the specific ecosystems of central Serbia, he creates work
that embraces nature experientially, using its natural rhythms as his own.
All his paintings, sculptures and multisensory installations are created
in sync with the deep ecology of the place, captured as reflections of its
endless rhythms. Their main building blocks come from the plasticity,
colour and tactile value of earth, but also its energy, presence and its elEARTH AND SKY, soil, natural pigment, medium and influence of rain and snow energy on canvas, 150x200cm, 2014
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emental potential to contain life. In rediscovering this familial landscape,
Stanojević finds connections with flows and fluxes of greater nurturing
powers, and ultimately the connection between the external world and
the world within. His curiosity in flow and soil – as matter, as a metaphor,
as alchemic element, and as a state of mind which follows and records
the pulse and recurrence of life, ‘the tingling of matter’ (De Quincey) –
shapes his formal approach to art.
The things we do when we expect our lives to unfurl at leisure are different than the things we might do if we expect some sudden changes.
Protective adaptation means we take stillness when we can, making the

Process of creating an artwork with
influence of fire (detail)

most of it, taking the responsibility for the time allocated to us. To return
to Sontag: “Every era has to reinvent the project of “spirituality” for itself.
[...] In the modern era, one of the most active metaphors for the spiritual
project is “art.” [...] Whatever goal is set for art eventually proves restrictive, matched against the widest goals of consciousness. Art, itself a form
of mystification, endures a succession of crises of demystification; older
artistic goals are assailed and, ostensibly, replaced; outworn maps of
consciousness are redrawn.”2
It is in this view that we should consider Stanojević ‘s frequent reference
to Maurizio Nannucci’s work Changing Place, Changing Time, Changing
Thoughts, Changing Future, 2003: Nannucci projects a vision of art that
is created and changed by the greater outside forces, located within a
place of great stillness, which then transforms and enables the activating
shift of the forces within the work itself.

ERGONOMICS OF THE EARTH, sculptures, clay
imprinted with hand energy, 2016

IN THE PROCESS, soil, natural pigment, medium and influence of snow energy on canvas, 150x200cm, 2014
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Susan Sontag, “The Aesthetics of Silence”, Ibid.
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THE EARTH HOUSEHOLD
Algebra is applied to the clouds;
the radiation of the star profits
the rose; no thinker would venture to affirm that the perfume
of the hawthorn is useless to the
constellations.
Victor Hugo, Les Miserables, 1862.

While Charles Darwin’s principles of evolution and especially the motto
‘survival of the fittest’3 influenced the perspectives and principles of the
libertarian and objectivist thinkers and creatives, whose ethical egoism
and laissez-faire socio-politics seemingly never fades, current physics as
well as philosophy of science tends to take a more systemic view. Evolution, in the words of systems theorist and deep ecologist Fritjof Capra,
can no longer be seen as a competitive struggle but as “a cooperative
dance in which creativity and the constant emergence of novelty are the
driving forces. And with the new emphasis on complexity, networks, and
patterns of organisation, a new science of qualities [the systems view of
life] is slowly emerging.” 4
This view that calls for a new kind of thinking in terms of relationships,
pattens and contexts, is in fact not at all new. The same idea is at the
core of the Earth Charter, and at the root of the philosophical ideas of
noetic science and panphysicism, the philosophical view that extrapolates that consciousness is a universal and primordial feature of all
things. We find its reflections in the work of visionary artists, architects
and thinkers that turn to nature as their central concern: Robert Smithson, Richard Buckminster Fuller, Agnes Denes, Joseph Beuys, Tomás Saraceno, Danae Stratou and many others. It can be said that the same interest in interconnectedness of energy and matter is at the core of Đorđe
Stanojević’s work. But rather than following closely in the tradition of
historic and contemporary Land art, Stanojević uses exposure to natural
flows and elements to make his paintings, broaching the question what it
is to think cumulatively, generatively and systemically about materials. It
is a process of storytelling through erosion and sedimentation, via unsentimental abstract patterns that enable personal restraint and learning.
Stanojević grew up in the rural town of Osečina near Valjevo in central
Serbia, in a family of medical doctors. It was his father’s close interest in
local history and archaeology and his large collection of archaeological
findings, ranging from tools to weapons and household objects, that informed his son’s interest in collecting, preserving, crafting and protecting
objects related to earth. The artist’s interest in flow - the uninterrupted
living thread of life and history - originated at his family. His investigative
and diagnostic procedures stem from science, and even his studio can
be perceived as an incubator and a production laboratory where experiments are performed and left to sediment over time.
During his studies, Stanojević discovers affinity with the work of the
environmental and ecological artists who used soil as their method and
subject of enquiry. Jean Dubuffet’s soil works, created between 1950
and 1960, where Dubuffet used soil from his garden to assemble series
Topographies, Texturologies or Materiologies, “representing the assemblages of pieces of soils” provides a strong inspiration.5 Anselm Kiefer’s
3

EARTH AND SKY, soil, natural pigment, medium and influence of rain and snow energy on canvas, 150x200cm, 2014
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4

This phrase was in fact used only once by Darwin in his writings.
The Ecologist, 20 January 2017.
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THE SHOT, object, burned wood, bone pigment,
120x90x90cm, 2014

use of soil as political critique, his cultivated landscapes and complex underground tunnels transformed into huge works of art, leaves an impression as well. During the ensuing period between 2010 - 2015 Stanojević
used earth, mud, clay and bone pigment to build his paintings from the
frame up, using the physical pull of matter – the force of gravity, fluctuations of light, temperature, the erosion and change created by rain,
frost or currents – as a tool for direct intervention. The series of paintings
created during this time were made on jute canvas primed with earth,
structurally fused, fed rather than painted with organic pigments, bone
ash and glue. This method of ‘painting’ with the organic matter suggests
the process of planting the seed in the ground, investigating the cultural
meanings of matter, process, substance. About this phase of his work art
historian Jelena Krivokapić notes: “These pieces are, by rule, pure object
or material creations, object entities per se as well as “newly created objects” that from the first cycle, made in 2008, openly advocate: a culture
of coexistence with the remnants of the so-called primitive civilizations,
reconnection of the “painting’s being” with the earth’s being, as well as
the seemingly incongruent imbuement of western Cartesian thought
with the culture of eastern mysticism”. 6
In parallel with the earth paintings, Stanojević realises a series of sculptures by using rural tools. Beat, 2011, People, 2011, and Combs of Earth,
2010-2012, arrange traditional wool hackling combs and other crafting
tools into groups of families or polyptychs. These totemic utilitarian
objects symbolically represent the measure of life seen through slow,
ritualised crafts that measure its rhythms and expanses, framing our
natural limits as a species. The objects and their forgotten uses are given
back their dignity through subtle entropy of matter. By retaining their
patina, hairline cracks, stains and the worn out imperfections individual
shapes remain simple and humble, but gathered in larger installations
and sequences the artist increases their collective impact and presence.

SINKING, object, wattle, 170x170x120cm, 2014

The interest in unadorned materials continues with Plunge, 2014, made
of woven twigs and black bone pigment, which take shape of cones (reminiscent of the old village huts), and scattered smaller objects. The use
of aged, burnt and exposed wood is reminiscent of David Nash’s wooden
boulders and domes (especially Three Red Columns: Deepcut, 2010, Red
Dome, 2007, or Flare, 2015). Stanojević’s installation Ergonomy of Earth,
2013, evokes some of the Joseph Beuys’ installations, especially Lightning with Stag in its Glare, 1958-1985, where the installation’s geometry
and density owes to the visual spectrum of Beuys, however the main difference is Stanojević’s interest in community relationships versus Beuys’
modernistic personal mythology. Ecology, derived from the Greek word
oikos, essentially means ‘household’; we can say that Stanojević’s sculptures – with their integral attributes of form, locality and history –relate
to the ancient members of the Earth Household.
5
6
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Dubuffet in a letter to Henri Matisse from 1958, Catalogue Gianadda, 1993, p. 104.
Jelena Krivokapić ,"Đorđe Stanojević, Fantastični predeo", Haos gallery catalogue, Belgrade, 2016.

EARTH AND SKY, soil, natural pigment, medium and influence of rain and snow energy on canvas, 150x200cm, 2014
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Process of creating an artwork with influence
of light and shadows

Frozen oak leaves

In those early works, colour was a residual part of the process, depending on the quality of soil or soil-bound objects. Growth 2010, a series of
wooden frames filled with soil left to naturally dry and crack, is a seasonal meditation that artist returns to frequently, observing changes in
plasticity, pigmentation and surface fissures. The size of the frames (170
x 100 cm) and the weight of the soil (cca 50 kg) reflect the earthly frame
of a human body. This work and the next, Winter, 2011, are created
during the period of personal loss, waiting for the pain to be transformed
by time. Winter was followed by Germination, 2011-2013, a series of
paintings that depict the energy of a seed on its way upwards towards
the sun. From there it grows into Fantastic Landscapes, 2015-2016, this
time created not just in a reference to but in direct conjunction with
seasons and natural elements.
Jelena Krivokapić writes: “Up to the last Belgrade cycles Germination, Ergonomy of Earth, Collectors of Light or the Parisian one such as Appearances all realized up to 2015, Stanojević firstly abolishes the canvas into
a horizontal position, exposing it to the most diverse alternative cultures
of manipulation and finishing processes: integrating the material of
earth and its rudimentary elements like soil, mud, dung, chaff or iodine.
In his latest cycle Fantastic Landscape the canvases are exposed to the
alternating impact of and resistance to the forces of the sun, wind, rain
or snow. The artist always anew re-creates the matter of the painting by
whose multilevel finishing process – exposing it to the impact of invisible
natural energies in alternation with the delicate, most often carefully
painted and modeled traces produced by human hand – he realizes a
delicate bond and difference between the cosmological and anthropological, poetized antagonisms between the forces of nature and the
agency of culture and deepens the very “being of the painting”. To briefly
quote Bachelard who writes: “Working on the matter of painting, its dual
perspective [the matter’s] opens: one in the direction of the intimacy of
the subject’s agency and the other in the substantial interior of the non
alive object the perception encounters. In working on the matter, this dual
perspective revolves; the subject and object exchange their intimacy …” 7
In this immersion in “cosmological and anthropological” Stanojević leaves
room for the tensions within and outside of the work itself, allowing
himself to ‘paint as nature’, following the intuitive sense of deep connection which charges, changes and is changed in turn. The process of disappearance and reappearance of matter memory, of watching while being
watched, give presence to delicate balance of analytical process and
quiet meditation that tell a powerful story. The profundity of the art of
this period is transfused with new meaning and the principle of quietude
and newfound temporality and reflectiveness.

Jelena Krivokapić, 2016, Ibid. and Bachelard, G., "Earth and Reveries of Will: An Essay on the
Imagination of Matter", 2004.
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THE FOREST, soil, Indian ink, medium and inflence of nighttime moisture on canvas, 100x150cm, 2015
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EARTH AND SKY, soil, natural pigments, medium, Indian ink and influence of rain, nighttime moisture on canvas, 150x200cm, 2014
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EARTH AND SKY, soil, natural pigment, medium, Indian ink and influence of rain, nighttime moisture on canvas, 150x200cm, 2014
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EARTH AND SKY, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of nighttime moisture on canvas, 150x200cm, 2014
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EARTH AND SKY, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of nighttime moisture on canvas, 150x200cm, 2014
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EARTH AND SKY, soil, natural pigment medium and influence of night energy on canvas, 80x120cm, 2015
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ERGONOMICS OF THE EARTH, exhibition in Gallery ULUS, Belgrade, 2014
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Stream flowing in winter

Process of soil erosion in nature

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigment, medium and influence of rain, nighttime moisture on a rough canvas, 50x70cm, 2016
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FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of snow energy on a rough canvas, 50x70cm, 2016
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FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of snow energy on a rough canvas, 50x70cm, 2016
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FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of snow energy on a rough canvas, 100x150cm, 2016
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FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, exhibition in Gallery Chaos, Belgrade, 2016
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FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, natural pigments, medium and influence of snow energy on wooden board, 70x100cm, 2016
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FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigment, medium and influence of nighttime moisture on a rough canvas, 50x70cm, 2016
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FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigment, medium and influence of nighttime moisture on a rough canvas, 50x70cm, 2016
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FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigment, medium and influence of nighttime moisture on a rough canvas, 50x70cm, 2016
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FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigment, medium and influence of nighttime moisture on a rough canvas, 50x70cm, 2016
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FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, exhibition in Gallery Chaos, Belgrade, 2016
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FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigment, medium and influence of nighttime moisture on a rough canvas, 50x70cm, 2016
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ORCHARD, soil, natural pigment, medium and ifluence of nighttime moisture on a rough canvas, 80x120cm, 2015-2016
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Process of painting with inflence of solar energy and shadows in nature, 2017
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FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigment, medium and influence of nighttime moisture on a rough canvas, 50x70cm, 2016
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SOUNDING COLOUR
The driving force of the picture: Solar
strength and strength of the earth.
- Robert Delaunay

Darkness has its own language: for fireflies this language is light, for
crickets sound, and for moths pheromones. The energy of the night
enriches, nurtures and records all life. Black - as Andy Goldsworthy says
- is energy of earth made visible, that “cure of ground” that reflects the
cycles of life and death, putrefaction and renewal.
In series of works Magical Forest, 2016, and Fantastical Landscapes,
2017, Stanojević expands his range of colour following the sustaining
forces of the field and forest, where darkness manifests its own palette
of lichen, moss, fern and foliage, teeming with hidden life. The viewer
loses oneself in seemingly endless forest floor, at an hour when the
tensions between nature and humanity are the greatest, at twilight hour
entre chien et loup, when nothing is certain or what it seems. Fantastical
landscapes closely examine how we might inhabit this timeless space
rooted in animistic emotion, while the silhouettes and shapes become
increasingly absorbed by the darkness. This is the hour when captivating
projections of light move further away from our perception, increasing
the stillness and the psychological tension of the space. Just as the forest
acts as a transitional space between the familiar and the wild, so twilight
acts as an indefinite transition between day and night, the known and
the unknown.
Rooted in the romantic tradition of landscape, an idea of an escape and
of getting lost in immensity of the natural world, the artist continues to
use canvas as his litmus test by physically carrying it through the woods at
night, exposing the still wet colour to the atmosphere, leaves, branches,
grass, dew and rot. Intense light bleaches the pigment, whereas darkness
seemingly ripens it. A dense dominant blue comes out in the form of the
frost-bitten patina of spruce and peacock, much lighter and more powdery; in works such as Flow and Moonlight the cobalt and lapis are covered
with a thin debris of golden soil solidified under the winter sky – Bataille's
"poussière ensoleillée", the sun-shot dust filtering through the foliage.
Magical forest threads the thin line between the man-made concept of
the sublime and the natural world, creating an illusion and a cultural construct but still hanging on to the mystic connection with the open space.
As in films by Tacita Dean or the Victorian-era cyanotype impressions of
lichen, algae or flowers directly on to the photographic paper, the artist
lengthens the exposure of the canvas in the forest with a sort of Goethean Zarte Empirie to bind and entwine the natural with the metaphorico-etonymic.8
This playful use of the science of photograms (by using the negative-positive process of capturing the obscure surroundings as prints/marks
directly on canvas) in order to solidify the particular sense of landscape
creates displaced metonymy.
With Sonars, which started to surface around the time of "Darkness Light

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, natural pigments, medium and influence of solar energy on canvas, 180x220cm, 2017
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¹ Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749–1832) was a polymath whose achievements as a writer
of prose and poetry are well established, however his scientific and artistic interests are still
lacking the recognition they deserve. Apart from being an accomplished draughtsman and
having a vast collection of books, art and minerals, Goethe did research in anatomy and optics, coined the term morphology and initiated it as a scientific discipline. Goethe developed
theories of colour and of plant development, and engaged in studies of animal and plant
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Darkness" and fully peak at the exhibition "Color Lucida" in Paris 2018,
the stage is again different: reverential, spiritual, flooded almost entirely
by shades of blue, reminiscent of cathedral-like spaces underwater.
Blue has its own mythology, semiology, iconology - it is a colour with entire books dedicated to it. Some of the first photographs were blue.9 As
Carol Mavor argues in Blue Mythologies, it is a colour as paradoxical as
its many evocations, used to emphasise sanctity of Madonna and illicitness of blue movies, the blue of Giotto's Arena Chapel and the cornflower blue of Millais' drowned Ophelia.
"The ink that I use is the blue blood of the swan" writes Cocteau, and
Mavor lists passionately: "Yves Klein's blue Anthropométries, Gainsbourgh's The Blue Boy, the copyeditor's 'blue pencil', the 'blue nose' of
morality, the 'blue movies', 'blue stockings', examination booklets and
cheese. My ink bleeds blue of the glaciers, the struggle of 'blue collar'
workers, the authority of 'blue coats', the snobbery of aristocratic 'blue
blood', the incomprehensible violence of the blue eyes of the Aryan
race of the Nazi regime, the struggles of the 'blueman' (blomon) of the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries who today would have been called a
'black man', the beauty of the scattered light of the sky and the sea (the
light that got lost'), the crystalline intensity of the filtered blue of the
Virgin's lapis lazuli cloak in Pierro della Francesca's Madonna del Parto,
the optimism of the bloom of the aster, the iris in the hands of Vincent
van Gogh, the pursuit of the Novalis' blue (mourning) flower and 'the air
a fist has bruised'." 10
Stanojević uses blue of seafarers and astronauts. His Sonars use the fluid,
air and pigments to trace the irreversible motion of vapour on canvas.
Dripping and pooling of iridescent blue signal synthesis of matter and
motion, combining colour activity (its attributed spiritual and mystical
values)11. Titled after the underwater acoustic navigation that uses sound
waves to "see" objects underwater, Sonars mark an investigative departure, resulting in much more condensed and vibrant energy. Marine
mammals and man-made instruments project pulses of sound in order
to determine distances between objects; like everywhere else, the natural and the artificial worlds often clash and confuse one another. Oxygenated atmosphere of Sonars shows greater clarity (or safety?) of dwelling
within the space so deeply infused with meanings. It is as if the artistic
method of surface layering of matter was further underpinned with the
azure of piety of this regal colour. By moving into the chapel of blue,
Stanojević seeks an alliance with the universal motion, tracing ENERGY
AS SOLIDIFIED FORM.

Process of painting with influence of solar energy and shadows in nature, 2017
54

morphology, geology and meteorology. But more than the actual scientific discoveries, it is
Goethe’s scientific methodology that may yet prove to be his most influential contribution
to science. Goethe’s “Zarte Empirie” — his delicate empiricism — legitimises and organises
the role of imagination, intuition and inspiration in science. It may yet contribute to the
emerging participatory and holistic worldview, and to providing knowledge that is in tune
with nature.
9
They were in fact cyanotypes and daguerreotypes. The process of creating cyanotypes was
discovered by Sir John Herschel in 1842. and used to make blueprints in order to save his
notes and diagrams; however it was Anna Atkins who used them to make her series of blue
botanical prints the following year.
10
Carol Mavor, Blue Mythologies: Reflections on a colour, Reaktion books, London, 2013, p.15.

DARKNESS LIGHT DARKNESS
video, 23’01’’, 2017

DARKNESS LIGHT DARKNESS
video, 03’00’’, 2017

THE MAGIC
video, 01’00’’, 2017
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Sonars indeed sound the spiritual: the sediments and pools of colour
resemble concentric circles of light emanations in the early energy works
by the Fauvists or Robert Delaunay that examined the prismatic colours,
or the concentric astral works by Sonia Delaunay. However, the form and
design of Sonars remains resultant of the natural properties of pigment
and water, of the centrifugal motion of its application on canvas and the
centripetal movement as the colour dries and pulls its surface inwards.
The final surface is established by poolings of colour which dries in horizontal alignment with the sky. Spatial perspective was never present in
Stanojević's work, but the newly surfaced depth and rhythm are a direct
result of organic action where contrast and composition are created by
drying and fusing of colour over time, which, unlike the earthen tones,
optically registers as depth. The purity of surface is created by formal
action as well as organic movement that continues to contract after the
artist has left, until the liquids evaporate and leave a vitreous form in its
place. This again recalls Robert Delaunay and his experience of "chromatic time" - viewing of the movement of the total work in a time continuum, something picked up by the Futurists as well - where visual fluidity
is maintained but chromatic placedness determines intense, specific,
vibrant and vital orchestrations.
Process of painting with influence of
solar energy and shadows, 2017

Through controlled movement and subtle tilting of canvas, the artist
accomplishes intriguing forms and hue interactions resembling organic
growth, such of underwater corals, reeds, but also Benjamin's flying angels or Yves Klein's flying figures. The final compositions are complex but
not fragmentary; flowing freely outside its frame. With only slight variations the cycle expands onto larger canvases where emotional geography
is expanded, fractured and then reassembled.
Within related artistic processes, Alwar Balasubramaniam (Bala) draws
his inspiration from the region of Tirunelveli in Southern India, where
water flows from the mountains and collects in depressions; the lakes
then start to dry, leaving traces of natural colour and sedimentation.
Bala relates these elements to the body, mind and the spirit in his Liquid
Lake Mountain works (2017). The Brazillian Thiago Rocha Pitta creates
Landscape with Cyanobacteria (2018), Seascapes with Cyanobacteria
(2017) or Half Buried Monument to the Continental Drift (2012), in a
clear reference to Walter de Maria. British artist Jessica Warboys' Sea
Paintings (2017) are made by immersion of canvases into the sea edge.
The canvases are pulled from the sea and mineral pigments are thrown
into the folds and creases, after which the canvases are returned to the
sea. The artist claims that the sea, sand and wind create forms through
organic movement of colour. This reminds me of the similar (albeit more
controlled process) used by Mariano Fortuny, whose famous Delphos
gowns were created in 1907. by soaking the silks underwater, with heat
being applied later to ensure the wave-like pleats remained permanent.
And this, in turn, reminds of the process of obtaining indigo dye, soaked
in vats of hot urine and pressed until everything within reach bleeds blue.

As Wassily Kandinsky wrote in his Concerning the Spiritual in Art: “The deeper the blue becomes,
the more strongly it calls man towards the infinite, awakening in him a desire for the pure and, finally, for the supernatural … The brighter it becomes, the more it loses its sound, until it turns into silent
stillness and becomes white.” Wassily Kandinsky, Concerning the Spiritual in Art, Dover publications,
2000 (reprint from Über das Geistige in der Kunst, 1912)
11
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FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, natural pigments, medium and influence of solar energy on canvas, 180x220cm, 2017
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COLLECTORS OF LIGHT, series of paintings, 2015
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COLLECTORS OF LIGHT, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of solar energy on canvas, 180x300cm, 2015
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COLLECTORS OF LIGHT (detail)
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COLLECTORS OF LIGHT, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of solar energy on canvas, 180x300cm, 2015
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COLLECTORS OF LIGHT (detail)
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COLLECTORS OF LIGHT, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of solar energy on canvas, 180x300cm, 2015
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COLLECTORS OF LIGHT (detail)
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COLLECTORS OF LIGHT, exhibition in Gallery FLU, Belgrade, 2015
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COLLECTORS OF LIGHT, exhibition in Gallery FLU, Belgrade, 2015
68

COLLECTORS OF LIGHT, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of solar energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2015
69

COLLECTORS OF LIGHT (diptych), soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of solar energy on canvas, 70x100cm, 2015
70

COLLECTORS OF LIGHT, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of solar energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2015
71
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73

MAGIC FOREST, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of ice on canvas, 80x100cm, 2016
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FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE (detail)
76

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigment, medium and influence of ice on canvas, 100x150cm, 2017
77

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE (detail)
78

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of winter energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2017
79

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE (detail)
80

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of snow energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2017
81

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE (detail)
82

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of morning dew on canvas, 100x150cm, 2017
83

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE (detail)
84

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of morning dew on canvas, 100x150cm, 2017
85

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE (detail)
86

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of winter energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2017
87

Process of painting with influence of snow energy in nature, 2017
88

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of snow energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2017
89

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of natural energies on rough canvas, 100x100cm, 2015-2019
90

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of natural energies on rough canvas, 100x100cm, 2015-2019
91

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of winter energy on canvas, 50x70cm, 2017
92

Process of painting with pigment and medium, studio Nature & Art, Osečina, 2017
93

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of winter energy on canvas, 50x70cm, 2017
94

NIGHT SKY, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of winter energy on canvas, 80x120cm, 2017
95

NIGHT SKY, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of the night sky energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2016-2017

96

97

NIGHT SKY, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of the night sky energy on canvas, 50x70m, 2017
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NIGHT SKY, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of the night sky energy on canvas, 50x70cm, 2018
100

NIGHT SKY, soil, natural pigments, enamel, medium and influence of the night sky energy on canvas, 80x120cm, 2015-2017
101

Flow on the studio floor in nature. Mirroring the sky.

102

103

NIGHT SKY, soil, natural pigments, enamel, medium and influence of the night sky energy on canvas, 70x50cm, 2017

104

105

NIGHT SKY, natural pigments, medium and influence of the night sky energy on canvas, 150x100cm, 2018
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107

NIGHT SKY, natural pigments, medium and influence of the night sky energy on canvas, 80x60cm, 2018
108

NIGHT SKY, natural pigments, medium and influence of the night sky energy on canvas, 70x50cm, 2018
109

Process of painting with influence of snow energy, 2017
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111

SNOW DRAWINGS, pigment and snow in nature, 2018
112

EYE OF SKY, pigment and snow in nature, 2018
113

Oak leaves and blue pigment
114

TRACE, pigment and medium printed by oak leaves on metal, 70x90cm, 1933-2017
115

Energy of snow, soil and wood
116

117

Oak leaves
118

WINTER DAY, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of winter energy on canvas, 80x120cm, 2017
119

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE (detail)
120

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of starry sky energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2017
121

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE (detail)
122

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of winter and daylight energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2017
123

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE (detail)
124

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of winter and daylight energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2017
125

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium, canvas printed from grass and ground, 100x150cm, 2017-2018
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127

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of winter and daylight energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2017
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129

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, natural pigments, medium and influence of grass and sky energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2019

130

131

MOONLIGHT, natural pigments, medium and influence of moonlight energy on canvas, 150x100cm, 2008-2017
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133

MOONLIGHT (detail)
134

MOONLIGHT, natural pigments, medium and influence of moonlight energy on canvas, 50x70cm, 2017
135

THE UNIVERSE, natural pigments, soil, medium and influence of night energy on board, 50x70cm, 2015
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STUDIO
138

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium, canvas printed from the studio floor, 150x100cm, 2017
139

THE PAINTING IS WHAT IS NOT VISIBLE, photography, 2017
140

THE PAINTING IS WHAT IS NOT VISIBLE, natural pigments, medium, canvas printed from ground, 150x100cm, 2017
141

THE PAINTING IS WHAT IS NOT VISIBLE, photography, 2019
142

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium, canvas printed from grass, 100x150cm, 2016-2019
143

Grass and painting
144

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium, canvas printed from grass, 100x150cm, 2017-2019
145

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE (detail)
146

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, natural pigments, medium, influence of plant energy on canvas, 120x80cm, 2014-2020
147

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE (detail)
148

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, natural pigments, medium, influence of plant energy on canvas, 80x120cm, 2017-2020
149

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE (detail)
150

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, natural pigments, medium, influence of plant energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2017
151

Hazelnut leaf
152

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium, enamel, influence of plant energy on canvas, 80x100cm, 2017
153

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments,
medium, enamel, influence of plant energy
on canvas, 60x80cm, 2017

154

155

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE (detail)
156

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium, enamel, influence of plant energy on canvas, 80x120cm, 2017
157

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium, influence of winter and plant energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2016-2017
158

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium, influence of winter and plant energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2016-2017
159

Milfoil on the wooden table
160

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium, influence of winter and spring energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2015-2019
161

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium, influence of winter and spring energy on canvas, 80x120cm, 2015-2016
162

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments, medium, influence of winter and spring energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2016-2017
163

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, soil, natural pigments,
medium, influence of summer energy
on canvas, 100x150cm, 2017

164

165

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, natural pigments, medium, influence of spring energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2017
166

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPE, natural pigments, medium, influence of spring energy on canvas, 80x120cm, 2017
167

ROSE, growing in the local village
168

FLOWERS, soil, natural pigments, medium, influence of spring energy on canvas, 70x50cm, 2018
169

FLOWERS, soil, natural pigments, medium, influence of spring energy on canvas, 110x110cm, 2018

170

171

FLOWERS, soil, natural pigments, medium, influence of summer energy on canvas, 110x110cm, 2018
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173

FLOWERS, soil, natural pigments, medium, influence of spring energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2018
174

FLOWERS, soil, natural pigments, medium, influence of spring energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2018
175

FLOWERS, soil, natural pigments, medium,
influence of spring energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2017
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Rhythms of dry summer grass
178

SUMMER AFTERNOON, soil, natural pigments, medium, influence of summer energy on canvas, 80x100cm, 2017
179

Autumn studio garden
180

FLOWERS, soil, natural pigments, medium, influence of autumn energy on canvas, 80x100cm, 2017
181

SMELL OF PLUM BLOSSOM, natural pigments, soil, medium and influence of spring energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2015-2017

182

183

FLOWER FIELDS, soil, natural pigments, medium and influence of spring energy on canvas, 60x80cm, 2017-2019
184

FLOWER FIELDS, natural pigments, medium and influence of spring energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2019
185

FLOWERS, natural pigments, medium and influence of spring energy on canvas, 180x220cm, 2018-2019
186

187

Plum tree in bloom
188

Plum blossoms at night
189

FLOWERS, natural pigments, medium and influence of spring energy on canvas, 150x100cm, 2019
190

FLOWERS, natural pigments, medium and influence of spring energy on canvas, 70x50cm, 2019
191

FLOWERS, natural pigment, medium and influence of spring energy on canvas, 150x100cm, 2018
192

FLOWERS, natural pigment, medium and influence of spring energy on canvas, 150x100cm, 2018
193

FLOWERS, natural pigments, medium and influence of spring energy on canvas, 150x100cm, 2018
194

FLOWERS, natural pigments, medium and influence of spring energy on canvas, 150x100cm, 2018
195

FLOWERS, natural pigment, medium and influence of spring energy on canvas, 150x100cm, 2018
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Process of creating painting from series SONARS
with influence of water energy

198

199

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 80x60cm, 2017
200

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 70x50cm, 2018
201

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 70x50cm, 2018
202

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 70x50cm, 2018
203

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence
of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2017

204

205

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence
of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2017

206

207

SONAR (diptych), pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 70x100cm, 2020
208

209

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 80x70cm, 2018
210

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 80x70cm, 2018
211

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of of water energy on canvas, 80x70cm, 2018

212

213

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 50x70cm, 2018
214

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 50x70cm, 2018
215

Frozen stream, photography, 2016
216

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 50x70cm, 2018
217

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2019
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219

SONAR, sculptures, clay, pigment
and medium, about 10x7x7cm each,
2015-2018
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SONAR, sculptures, clay, pigment and medium, about 10x7x7cm each, 2015-2018
222

SONAR, sculpture, clay, pigment and medium, 10x10x7cm, 2015-2018
223

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence
of water energy on canvas, 180x220cm, 2019
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SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2019
226

SONAR (detail)
227

SONAR (detail), pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 50x70cm, 2019
228

229

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 50x70cm, 2019
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SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 70x50cm, 2019
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233

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 70x50cm, 2019
234

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 70x50cm, 2019
235

SONAR, pigment, medium and influence
of water energy on canvas, 180x220cm, 2019

236
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SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2019
238

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2019
239

Water, flow and crystallization process
240

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2019
241

Flow, the process of creating the painting
242

243

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2019

244

245

Flow, the process of creating the painting
246

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2019
247

SONAR, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 180x220cm, 2019
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SONAR, pigment, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2019
250
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SONAR (diptych), pigment, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 100x300cm, 2018
252

253

SONAR, paintings in Gallery of Serbian Cultural Center in Paris. The girl plays Chopin’s music on the piano.
254

Process of creating an artwork with water energy on canvas
255

ORCHARD

In a departure from the Sonars and Fantastical Landscapes where the
focus was on the flow of energy through landscape, in Orchard (20192020) Stanojević uses the plant bloom as a metaphor to examine entelechy (the self-organising principle of matter) and the creative agency of
materiality (Bergson’s élan vital).
In not so distant past, plums were gathered in baskets lined with nettles to avoid smudging their bloom. This way the fruit would preserve
its flavour and freshness. Again, we have the process of maintaining
the immaculate: the chaste and untouched that preserves its purity.
The bloom of the fruit - the thin waxy film of natural oleanolic acid - is
thus a representation of living breath. The colour of ripening fruit
thus gains another dimension - that of breath (“the green of Osiris and
the white of Saturn”, as in Derek Jarman’s lyrical meditation Chroma), reaching its peak in ethereal violet. When talking about his work
Soffio de Creta (Breath of Clay, 1977), Giuseppe Penone said: “When
we breathe we take air in and then expel one body of air into another
body of air, and this is already a sculpture, because you are changing
the space, you are enclosing one form in another form. (…) Breath has
a form that is very close to that of the interior of the body, like the
negative form inside a coffin.”
An orchard can be seen as a metaphor and a discourse: it is a space
that is at once emblematic and real. The garden, and especially the fruit
orchard, is an expression of our cultivated relationship with nature. Like
the Vergers of Rilke’s poem, it is all that has weight and that nourishes.
By containing knowledge of both art and science, the garden is the opposite of wilderness: it has been tamed, harmonious, integrated. Within
it, the macrocosm of nature is analogous to the microcosm of the human
being. In the Renaissance, salvation was found through symbolic nature:
hortus conclusus was a guide to paradise (the word “paradise” is derived
from the Persian word “pairideaza”, which in literal translation means
“surrounded by walls”.) More than just a humanistic mirror and the vision of paradise, the garden is a collaborative living construction, created
through the union of human and non-human actants. It is an insight into
a tamed landscape without uncritical sentimentality; a reflective seeing
preceded by multigenerational experience.
The philosopher Bruno Latour wrote: “The most urgent concern for us
today is to see how to fuse together humans and non-humans in the
same hybrid forums and open, as fast as possible, this Parliament of
things”.12 The concern for Stanojević is to trace these hybrid forums in

ORCHARD, pigment, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 180x220cm, 2019
256
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the process of creation that involves living solvents, ferments, bacteria as
equal actants (if not conscious creators) of the process. As observed by
Michel Serres in The Birth of Physics: “Nature declines and this is its act
of birth. And its stability. Atoms join together, conjunction is the strength
of things, through declination. This signifies the whole of time".13
Orchard thus continues research into the vitality and volatility of matter
through close reflection of symbolic intersections found at the conjunction of the cultural and the natural. Unlike Magical Forest it is grounded
in daylight; in a departure from Fantastical Landscapes or Sonars, this
The orchard next to Nature & Art Studio
in Osečina

is a tame and cooperative space of uncomplaining attention that also
represents our re-imagining of our own nature. Working with and within
nature, the artist cultivates painting-as-gardening, its function receiving
consciousness through affecting empathy with the natural world. In the
words of herman de vries, “What is the difference between beaux arbres
and beaux arts? … A botanical garden is, then, art - for it has to do with
being conscious in the process of becoming conscious - and in the botanical garden you can sense (see, smell, feel, and sometimes hear and
taste).” If making art is the process of becoming conscious, then these
works are the document of the process.
The frail bloom on fruit serves to enhance the true nature of life in plain
sight. Through fermentation and sedimentation, via the sacral dips and
baptisms of colour, aiming to manifest bloom through painting, Stanojević aims for a transfiguration and dignity that only the close union of
art and nature as equals can obtain. Stillness, thus, is a sense of a dense
inner life, solitariness that thrives on its awakeness. Like in the legendary
poem by Pablo Neruda, Keeping Quiet, " Now we will count to twelve,
and we will keep still." 14

Process of creating an artwork with water energy and
influence of natural forces
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12
Bruno Latour states that law should not be centered around humanity, but around Life, and this
idea has been followed on by critique of Anthropocene. Bruno Latour, "From Multiculturalism to
Multinaturalism: What Rules of method for the New Socio-Scientific Experiments?", Nature and
Culture, Vol.6/1, Berghahn books, 2011., p.5.
13
Michel Serres was a French philosopher, theorist and writer and his 1977. book The Birth of Physics
focuses on the largest text from the Ancient Greek Atomists - Lucretius' De Rerum Natura - and mobilises knowledge about the related scientific work of the time (Archemides, Epicurus et al) in order to
demand a complete reappraisal of the legacy. Serres argues that the Greeks had all the mathematical
resources to formulate an adequate picture of the physical principles acting on matter. Crucial to his
re-conception of the Atomists' thought is a recognition that their model of atomic matter is essentially a fluid one - they are describing the actions of turbulence. Recognition of this fact casts a new light
on this ancient thought with respect to the recent disciplines of chaos and complexity. It explains the
continuing presence of Lucretius in the work of such scientific giants as Nobel Laureates Schroedinger and Prigogine. The Birth of Physics, Michel Serres, Jack Hawkes (translator), Clinamen Press Ltd.,
2001. First published 1977. as “La Naissance de la physique dans le texte de Lucrèce”, Éditions de
Minuit, Paris 1977.
14
Pablo Neruda, "Keeping Quiet", written in 1950 and published posthumously in a collection Extravagaria, 1974. Reprinted bilingually by Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2001.

ORCHARD, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 70x50cm, 2019
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Orchard

Never more real this planet’s face,
orchard, than in your dazzling crowns,
never more buoyant than the lace
your shadows lay upon the lawns.
All that remains for us is there,
all that has weight and nourishes
with its tireless, ﬂowing share
of never-ending tenderness.
But for the quiet central fountain
this contrast’s such a part of her
that, dozing in her ancient round
she scarcely ﬁnds it worth a word.

Rainer Maria Rilke, 1924-1927
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SONAR, pigment, medium and influence of
water energy on canvas, 180x220cm, 2019
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SONAR, pigment, medium and influence of
water energy on canvas, 180x220cm, 2019
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Shadows and light paint on the canvas
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ORCHARD,
The process of making
an pigment,
artwork medium
(detail) and influence of water energy on canvas, 180x220cm, 2019
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ORCHARD, pigment, medium and influence of
water energy on canvas, 180x220cm, 2019
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ORCHARD, pigment, medium and influence of
water energy on canvas, 180x220cm, 2019
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ORCHARD, pigment, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2020
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ORCHARD, pigment, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2020
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Two views of the painting ORCHARD under different light.
Pigment, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 180x220cm, 2019
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Two views of the painting ORCHARD under different light.
Pigment, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 180x220cm, 2019
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ORCHARD (details) showing the refraction of light
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ORCHARD, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 180x250cm, 2019
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ORCHARD, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 180x220cm, 2019
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WELL, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2018
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WELL (sun reflection)
292

WELL, pigment, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 150x100m, 2020
293

WELL, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2019
294

WELL, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2020
295

PLUM, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 70x50cm, 2019
296

PLUM, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 70x50cm, 2019
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PLUM, pigments, medium and influence of water and summer energy on canvas, 80x60cm, 2019
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ORCHARD, pigments, medium and influence
of water and summer energy on canvas,
100x150cm, 2019
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ORCHARD, pigments,medium and influence of water and summer energy on canvas, 150x100cm, 2019
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ORCHARD, pigments, medium and influence of water and summer energy on canvas, 150x100cm, 2019
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ORCHARD, pigments, medium and influence
of water and summer energy on canvas,
180x220cm, 2019
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ORCHARD, pigments, medium and influence of water and summer energy on canvas, 150x100cm, 2019
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ORCHARD, pigments, medium and influence of water and summer energy on canvas, 150x100cm, 2019
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ORCHARD, pigments, medium and influence of water and summer energy on canvas, 150x100cm, 2019
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ORCHARD, exhibition in Gallery Bel Art with Vesna Latinović, gallerist, and Alexandra Lazar, curator, in Novi Sad, 2019
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ORCHARD, pigments, medium and influence of water and summer energy on canvas, 50x70cm, 2019
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ORCHARD, pigments, medium and influence of water and summer energy on canvas, 50x70cm, 2019
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ORCHARD, pigments, medium and influence of water and summer energy on canvas, 50x70cm, 2019
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The planting of native Požegača plums in the orchard next to the studio in Osečina, Western Serbia
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Painting in dialogue with the orchard
317

ORCHARD, pigment, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2019
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SILK ORCHARD, pigment, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2019
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ORCHARD, pigment, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2019
321

ORCHARD, pigment, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 200x150cm, 2019
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ORCHARD, pigment, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2019
324

ORCHARD, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2018
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ORCHARD, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2019
326

ORCHARD, pigments, medium and influence of water energy on canvas, 100x150cm, 2018
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ORCHARD, pigments, medium
and influence of water energy on canvas,
180x250cm, 2019
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SONARS, exhibition in Heritage House Gallery, Belgrade, March 2020
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